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Application Delivery Lifecycle Management Challenges 
The operational processes of current data centers create many challenges. These include an ever increasing 
number of devices in the data center and across various geographical locations; complex solutions comprised 
of several appliances with cross-dependent configuration, and solutions that integrate with one another.

The virtualization of the datacenter adds another layer of complexity in managing and maintaining appliances 
and applications in an environment that now includes multiple form factors such as physical appliances, 
modular chassis-based solutions with integrated modules, and software-based virtual appliances. The relative 
ease of deployment of new virtual instances brings with it the challenge of managing and maintaining your 
device inventory at all times.

Another basic challenge of data center operators is managing, synchronizing and maintaining configurations, 
across multiple devices.   

The challenges of management & maintenance are highly relevant to L4-L7 services, such as Application 
Delivery Controllers (ADC). As a result, automation becomes a critical requirement for such services. Use 
cases such as on-boarding 10 or 20 ADCs as quickly and as reliably as possible or obtaining reliable and clear 
status of the SSL certificates across a range of ADCs and services (and being able to execute SSL related 
actions as a result) highlight the need for automation.

APSolute Vision provides a complete operator toolbox to assist in the management of ADC components, 
therefore making the data center operators life easier. APSolute Vision provides a versatile set of 
capabilities starting with built-in productivity features that streamline ongoing admin tasks and continues 
with the Operator Toolbox feature that allows users to cost-effectively automate the most complex ADC 
operator’s tasks.

Enhanced Lifecycle Management with APSolute Vision’s Productivity Tools
For as long as data centers have existed, automating their processes and operations (inclusive of their 
contained network-level services) has been a critical priority for IT organizations that embodies a wealth 
of advantages.

With APSolute Vision, Radware’s centralized management and reporting system, Radware ADC customers can 
benefit from greater productivity while receiving the following benefits: 

 • Reduce application spin-off time to market
 • Provide error-proof configuration & maintenance tools
 • Reliable and easy configuration of complex services 
 • Increase IT teams’ productivity
 • Reduce capacity planning risk

The newly added Operator Toolbox feature allows Radware ADC customers to benefit from a complete 
toolbox which provides advanced automation and productivity capabilities. This results in the streamlining of 
complex operations, the automating of recurring tasks, reducing operational costs associated with manual 
errors, and improving operational efficiency.
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Figure 1 - System Overview

The following sections highlights a number 
of critical features. 

Multi-Device Configuration
The entire managed devices hierarchy is 
visualized on Vision’s centralized configuration 
tree control. In addition, devices can be 
easily accessed, edited and controlled using 
advanced usability capabilities such as filtering, 
sorting, export of the device list to a CSV and a 
locking mechanism.

Specifically, Vision provides customers with the 
ability to modify the configuration on multiple 
devices, in the same way. This can include:

 • Updating a common parameter, such as updating the IP address of the DNS server, across the system. 
 • Adding an entity across the system, such as adding a virtual service to multiple devices or adding a  
  user to all devices in the system.

Once the user selects a device to lead the configuration changes, the feature allows the user to easily locate 
devices that have compatible software versions and can be configured together.

Any changes performed on a lead device are then automatically propagated to the list of selected devices. 
The feature is fault free – if the changes are accepted by the lead device, they are applied to the remaining 
devices. If updating the device fails or the changes are inapplicable, the process continues with the other 
devices. This reduces manual errors, ensures multiple devices are kept in-sync, and reduces the time required 
to update multiple devices.
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Figure 2 - Multi-Device Configuration Dialog
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Configuration Comparison
The “configuration comparison” tool provides an 
intuitive, visual comparison of the configuration 
files to allow easy determination of the differences 
between the files. 

It supports all device types, and supports 
comparing any combination of the following files:
 
 • Device running configuration
 • Backup files stored on APSolute Vision server
 • Backup files stored on local OS

AppShapes
Upon rolling out a new application, the first step from a network admin viewpoint is setting up the layer 4-7 
application delivery policies for the respective application. APSolute Vision supports AppShape configuration 
templates which streamlines the deployment of new off-the-shelf applications, reduces errors, and provides 
an optimized configuration for specific applications. Provided out-of-the-box, AppShapes provide quick layer 
4-7 policy creation and configuration of multi-tiered applications on an ADC device, including all required 
configuration, and is based on Radware’s proven Technical Installation Guides (TIG). For additional details on 
Installation Guides see: https://www.radware.com/Documents/?type=Integration%20Guides.   

APSolute Vision supports dynamic loading of additional AppShapes which can be developed by customers or 
by Professional Services.  

The following AppShapes are provided out of the box: 

 • Common Web Application 
 • SharePoint 2010 
 • SharePoint 2013 
 • Microsoft Exchange 2010 
 • Microsoft Exchange 2013 
 • DefenseSSL 
 • Microsoft Lync 2010 Internal 
 • Microsoft Lync 2010 External
 •  Oracle E-Business
 • Oracle SOA Suite 11g
 • Oracle WebLogic 12c
 •  VMWare View 5.1
 • Zimbra

REST API Allowing Interoperability & Exportability
Thanks to a comprehensive set of REST API, APSolute Vision exposes its entire functionality to any 3rd party 
portals and DC management/automation systems. With APSolute Vision’s REST API, customers can gain 
programmatic access to any report, chart, table or screen which appears on APSolute Vision Web-based 
management (WBM). The APSolute Vision REST API works in concurrence with the APSolute Vision WBM and 
enforces shared-device locking to prevent concurrent configuration modification.

Figure 3 - Configuration Comparison Pane

Figure 4 - AppShape Services Pane

https://www.radware.com/Documents/?type=Integration%20Guides
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It supports APSolute Vision and device configuration & monitoring and is fully authenticated, authorized 
and audited. The online REST API documentation is available at: http://webhelp.radware.com/Vision/
REST/3_40_00/index.html
 

Extensible ADC Automation with Operator Toolbox
One of the most powerful capabilities of APSolute Vision is an automation mechanism called the Operator 
Toolbox, which enables streamlined execution of complex operations, automation of common recurring tasks, 
and the reduction of manual errors and overhead associated with administrative tasks. It uses the integrated 
Radware vDirect technology to execute vDirect Configuration Templates based on a shared script repository. 
This mechanism allows the ADC Administrator to automate an array of ADC-related operations, thus 
substantially increasing the ADC administrator’s productivity. The result is complete automation, a fault-free 
environment, and higher productivity. The scripts are backward compatible with existing vDirect versions and 
provide the ability to control ADC devices and other device types as well.

Configuration Template scripts can be loaded from the local OS using a simple user interface.

Figure 5 - Loading Configuration Template

Upon loading a script, the script can be assigned to the device toolbar for quick deployment.

Figure 6 - Pinning Script to Device Toolbar

http://webhelp.radware.com/Vision/REST/3_40_00/index.html
http://webhelp.radware.com/Vision/REST/3_40_00/index.html
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The scripts can be deployed to one or more devices. The “Run Script” pane will display the available devices 
of the relevant device type and allow the user to select the target device on which the script should run.

Figure 7 – Selecting Target Devices for Script Execution

Parameter values can be specified within the script or provided as script parameters. Script parameters are 
specified by the user upon script execution.

Figure 8 - Specifying Script Execution Parameters
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Advanced users can further customize the way scripts are executed, including default parameters and error 
handling. The script file name in the “Administrative Scripts” table is a link to the vDirect repository on the 
APSolute Vision server where the scripts can be edited and modified.

Figure 9 - Link to vDirect UI

Figure 10 - Editing Script in vDirect UI
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Real-Life Use-Cases with Operator Toolbox
The following use cases are supported out-of-the-box using predefined ADC administrator scripts that are 
bundled in the APSolute Vision installation. Additional scripts can be created by customers and dynamically 
loaded to APSolute Vision.

Alteon Device Setup
Script: Alteon__Setup_Device.vm: 

Scenario: A new Alteon device has been deployed.  As part of initial provisioning, basic device settings must 
be configured, including parameters such as the DNS server IP address, the SMTP server address, etc.

Description: The script receives a list of Alteon devices and updates basic device configuration settings for 
new devices.

Find SSL Certificates that Expire within a Specified Time Period
Script: Alteon_Check_Certificate_Validity.vm:

Scenario: There are many deployed certificates, each with their own expiration date.  The operator must be 
prepared to replace expired certificates.

Description: The script receives a list of Alteon devices and will review all certificates installed on them, 
locating the certificates that will expire within the specified time period.

Output: The script will provide the list of devices and certificates that will expire in the specific period.

Check Compliance of Alteon SSL policies
Script: Alteon_Check_SSL_Policy_Compliance.vm: 

Scenario: A company has policies regarding deployed SSL policies and wants to verify all deployed policies 
are compliant with the company policies.

Description: The script receives a list of SSL policy parameters and values.  For example:  “SSLv3: enabled,” 
“Cipher Suite: RSA”, and will review all of the SSL policies a list of devices.

Output: The script will provide the list of policies that are not compliant with the specified values.

Find Devices with Configuration Pending Apply
Script: Alteon_Find_Apply_Pending.vm: 

Scenario: Operators update multiple devices but can forget to apply  all configuration changes. They need an 
easy way to locate devices with configuration that is pending apply.

Description: The script receives a list of Alteon devices and checks if they have configuration pending apply.

Output: The script will provide the list of devices with configuration changes that are pending apply.
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Find Devices with Configuration Pending Save
Script: Alteon_Find_Save_Pending.vm: 

Scenario: Operators update many devices but may have forgotten to save their configuration changes. They 
need an easy way to locate all devices with configurations that have not yet been saved.

Description: The script receives a list of Alteon devices and checks if they have configurations that have not 
yet been saved.

Output: The script will provide the list of devices with configuration changes that are pending save.

Conclusions 
With APSolute Vision, Radware Alteon NG customers can benefit from a complete operational toolbox which 
provides advanced automation and productivity capabilities, providing the following benefits:

 • Reduce application spin-off time to market
 • Provide error-proof configuration & maintenance tools
 • Allow reliable and easy complex services configuration 
 • Increase IT teams’ productivity
 • Reduce capacity planning risk
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either directly or indirectly by this document. The technologies, functionalities, services, or processes described herein are subject to change without notice.
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